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Alex shook his head and said, “You don’t have to do it anymore. The Undying 
Clan will come soon.” 

“Huh?” 

“The Genbu Dungeon had been breached! The arrangement we have made 
over there didn’t have much effect. Great chaos will befall the universe in no 
time.” 

Cheryl was stunned. “Then… What should we do? Are we going to await 
death here?” 

Alex shook his head. 

Grand Emperor Rowan, Sis Phoenix, Quinirus Schranz, a group of kings of 
gods, countless sect master-level experts, and the ancient League of 
Cultivators had failed to find a way to stop the current situation. So what 
solution did a puny cultivator who had not even reached the deity realm like 
him have? 

Even seeds need to have sufficient time for development. He had too little 
time. He did not even have the chance to enter the Beast King Pool 

In the great world of America. 

Yorkshire Palace. 

In the shrine, the sect master, Breena Davey, was seated high in the sect 
master’s seat while looking at the disciples below. She said, “The legacy of 
Yorkshire Palace lasted tens of thousands of years, and countless gifted 
experts have been produced. But, recently, that sinful disciple, that 
degenerate woman, Ynes Larkin, has ruined our reputation! Today, I received 
news that Ynes Larkin and that man named Alex Rockefeller are in the 
Wasteland!” 

“Now, the spiritual energy in the Wasteland has resurrected, and many 
bigwigs at the level of ancient sect masters have entered the Wasteland to 
seize the opportunities. Our Yorkshire Palace suffered heavy casualties due 



to the ancient battle, such that a gap existed in our strength. Hence, I didn’t let 
you people go to the Wasteland in the past few months, but now, it’s almost 
the right time. We can go to the Wasteland and find our own opportunities and 
clean up the mess in passing.” 

Right after Breena finished her speech, a middle-aged woman next to her said 
enigmatically, “We will just pick up garbage unwanted by someone else if we 
go there right now. What kind of opportunities are you speaking of?” 

That woman was the third elder of Yorkshire Palace. She was in the same 
faction as the former grand elder, Melanie Zelda. 

She had not gotten along well with the sect master, Breena. 

“Preposterous! Third Elder, you have to know your identity! If you dare to 
offend your superior, I shall behead you without any mercy!” Breena showed 
her rare, domineering side so that the third elder dared not lift her head for a 
moment. However, it was then that an explosion rang out with a boom. 

The earth moved, and the mountains shook. The entire Yorkshire Palace 
trembled. 

“What was that sound?” 

“What’s going on?” 

A sect disciple ran into the shrine from the outside and said hurriedly, “Sect 
Master, it’s the forbidden area! The mountain… Above the forbidden area 
exploded!” 

“What did you say?” 

Breena instantly unleashed her body technique and rushed toward the 
forbidden area. As a result, when she rushed halfway through, she discovered 
a roar coming again from that enormous mountain in the forbidden area, and 
the entire mountain was leveled. A ten meters tall huge monster then flew out 
of the exploded mountain. 

Roar! 

As soon as it came out, it howled to the sky, “I, Tyrant King, am here again!” 



Immediately afterward, it swung the large weapon in its hand, creating a 
swathe of murderous light. Most of the ancient buildings in Yorkshire Palace 
were destroyed instantly. 

Breena was furious. “Who the hell are you?! You are courting death!” 

She rushed to the sky. Just then, a group of Undying Clan members rushed 
out of the huge, exploded entrance hole… 

They were countless and densely packed like ants. 

“Un… Undying Clan?!” Stunned, Breena’s body froze instantly. 

Meanwhile, the king that came out first already noticed her and said in a low 
voice, “How dare a human bug come to court death? It just so happens that 
I’m hungry! I will eat you after I strip you off!” 
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Buzz! 

Breena’s mind buzzed as he looked at the densely packed Undying Clan. She 
thought she was hallucinating at first. Why did such a great number of 
Undying Clan members show up all of a sudden? 

She pinched her thigh hard. ‘Ouch! It hurts!’ 

An area of bruises was formed on her snow-white thigh. Breena confirmed the 
ones before her eyes were from the Undying Clan. 

At the same time, that Undying Clan member that claimed to be the Tyrant 
King stared intently at Breena with bowl-sized eyes. Then, it waved its 
weapon and rushed toward her. 

“Woman, a cultivated woman with fine skin and tender flesh, tastes great for 
sure.” 

The Tyrant King was rapid. It had such a tall build, yet it could move like 
lightning. 



Breena, who was wielding a saber, wanted to confront it first. However, a 
second later, the coercion of the Tyrant King’s overwhelming battle power 
pressed on her, sending a throbbing headache to her, the sect master. 

Feeling uncomfortable, she felt as if her entire body was being pricked by 
needles, and the Chi of her cultivation went haywire directly, such that she 
almost fell from the air with her head down. She immediately knew that she 
was far from being a match for the opponent. 

‘Escape!’ 

Without hesitation, Breena instantly unleashed a slash of sword light. Then, 
she directly picked a direction without taking a look and escaped. 

“Woman, you are so weak. Do you think you can escape? Then, I can commit 
suicide right away!” The Tyrant King roared. 

Circles of water wave-like sound waves rippled. Under the effect of these 
sound waves, the earth constantly trembled, the mountains exploded, and 
plants and trees were reduced to ashes. The expanse of space ahead also 
became a dead land. 

Bleurgh! 

Breena spat out a mouthful of blood. Her internal organs shifted from that 
roar. 

‘D*mn it! It’s too strong! Even if my master is here, she will vomit blood too!’ 

‘This is just an Undying Clan member. If the undead army behind ever steps 
in, I won’t stand a chance to survive. But, why would the Undying Clan appear 
in Yorkshire Palace? Is today the doomsday of Yorkshire Palace?’ Breena 
was overwrought as her mind was chaotic. 

She could not help harboring those thoughts. She initially thought she could 
escape, but the Tyrant King stretched out an arm and grabbed Breena in the 
void the next second. An irresistible might acted on Breena. 

“Ahh!” 

Whoosh! 



Breena Davey only lasted two seconds before she was sucked in by this 
force. The Tyrant King’s terrifying arm, which looked like an industrial robotic 
arm, grabbed Breena’s waist. When the two parties were compared, the 
difference was very obvious. The Tyrant King’s palm was more than enough 
to pinch Breena’s waist. 

It closed its fingers. 

A huge mountain seemed to be crushing Breena Davey. Her bones creaked. 
Her internal organs and the like were severely damaged. She spat a mouthful 
of blood out of her mouth. 

“Argh!” 

“What is that thing? Why are there so many monsters in the forbidden area?” 

“Sect Master?! Sect Master has been captured! Let’s rescue the sect master 
together!” 

Many disciples of Yorkshire Palace ran over. When they saw the densely 
packed Undying Clan, they looked dumbfounded. However, they did not flinch 
when they saw their sect master who had been captured. Instead, they 
summoned flying swords and attacked the Tyrant King. 

“Hmph! A colony of ants! You deserve to die for disturbing me from enjoying 
my meal!” 
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The Tyrant King was infuriated. It fiercely swept the long weapon in its hand at 
those disciples of Yorkshire Palace. A pitch-black murderous light with 
boundless killing intent was lashed out hard… The attack arrived in the blink 
of an eye. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The ground ahead caved in after the attack of the murderous light. The 
gravely injured members of Yorkshire Palace lost their lives, whereas the 
lightly injured people knelt on the ground and vomited blood one after another. 



“Run quickly! Hurry up and run!” 

“They are from the Undying Clan! Send the message to the entire sect, and 
run for their lives…” 

Breena knew that she would not survive. When the Tyrant King waved its 
weapon just now, it exerted a vigorous force on the hand that squeezed her, 
crushing half of her internal organs. When she said those words at her last 
gasp, she sent out a talisman with all her might. 

It was the Sect Master Talisman. 

It was also a talisman that could only be used when the entire sect faced the 
greatest danger. 

Its function was to inform the disciples in the entire sect that the enemy was 
too powerful and unbeatable. After all the disciples saw the signal of the order, 
they would immediately flee the sect as fast as possible. Moreover, they 
would escape in a scattered manner in order to leave a bit of a legacy for the 
sect. 

Whoosh! 

The talisman soared to the sky and emitted a grating shrill before it exploded. 

The Tyrant King lifted its head and took a glance. It seemed very annoyed as 
it stared at Breena with its huge eyes. 

“Woman, you ingrate! Eat! Eat! I’m going to eat you up!” The Tyrant King 
roared and ripped off Breena’s clothes as if they detested the unappetizing 
clothes on her. 

A drop of clear tear ran down the face of the sect master of the generation. 
She had probably never thought she would end up in such a state. 

Boom! 

Breena Davey decisively chose to self-destruct. 

It was the Tyrant King’s first time battling with a human cultivator in the 
universe after three millennia. It got too excited, and forgot that human 
cultivators often loved self-destruction. In an instant, its face was covered in 
grime, and its palm turned bloody from the explosion. 



“F*ck! I forgot these ants love blowing themselves up the most!” The Tyrant 
King, whose hand was injured from the explosion, gritted its teeth in pain and 
stomped its foot furiously. 

“Kill! Kill all the ants here and raze this place to the ground!” 

The undead army behind it roared excitedly at once. They had held back for a 
long time. They had long yearned to run amok in this universe. 

“Sect Master… She is dead!” 

“It’s the undead army! Hurry up and leave! Go!” 

“All the disciples below the deity realm, flee!” 

“All the elders, hold them off with me here to give the disciples below a little 
more chance of survival!” 

The one who spoke those words was none other than the third elder who 
argued with Breena before. When the great enemies were before them, she 
unexpectedly made such a choice as their lives were at stake. 

“As long as a disciple of Yorkshire Palace survives, Yorkshire Palace will last 
forever!” 

“Kill them!” 

The third elder, a woman whose face was somewhat mean, looked 
determined at that moment. Wielding a longsword in her left and right hand, 
she intercepted the onrushing undead army. On the way, she even kicked an 
immobilized female disciple whose legs gave out due to fear, sending her out 
of the search battlefield. The two swords spun wildly like windmills and rushed 
into the crowd of the Undying Clan. 

“Die!” 

After the third elder rushed into the enemy camp, the elders of Yorkshire 
Palace at the rear saw commotion and turmoil. There were shouts of killing, 
sounds of Chi explosions, sword lights, and blood… 

Eventually, a boom rang out, and a dark golden pillar of light in the enemy 
camp soared to the sky. Countless Undying Clan members died from the 
explosion. 



“The third elder self-destructed! She has met her demise!” 

The remaining dozen elders saw some Undying Clan members rush into the 
buildings of Yorkshire Palace and went on a killing spree. Those weaker 
disciples were killed brutally right away… Some people were fleeing 
desperately to the outside, but the Undying Clan members caught up and 
intercepted them. They were bitten to death alive and were even devoured. 

An elder closed her eyes. After she opened her eyes again, tears rolled down 
her face. She roared, “I’m a member of Yorkshire Palace, and my body bears 
the soul of Yorkshire Palace! I swear I will coexist and perish along with 
Yorkshire Palace! Kill them!” 

Someone immediately followed suit. “Coexist and perish along with Yorkshire 
Palace!” 

“Kill! Kill! Kill!” 
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Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The elders of Yorkshire Palace barged into the crowd of the Undying Clan. 
Consequently, they self-destructed one after another to buy more disciples 
time to escape Yorkshire Palace, allowing them to seize a better chance of 
survival. 

“Master! Master..!” 

“Stop pulling me! I want to live and die along with my master!” 

Many people among the disciples of Yorkshire Palace were sentimental and 
righteous. Upon seeing the elders willingly sacrifice themselves one after 
another at the cost of their own lives to help them seize a chance of survival, 
those disciples’ eyes brimmed with warm tears. 

Someone even tried to rush back. 

“Go! Hurry up and go!” 



“Do you guys want us to die in vain?” 

“If you guys rush over, your masters’ deaths will become worthless, and they 
won’t die in peace! Get out!” 

Some surviving elders chided and roared after witnessing that scene. 

“Go! Senior, let’s go!” 

“While there’s life, there’s hope! We will definitely avenge the elders in the 
future!” 

Midair, the Tyrant King, gnashed his teeth with hatred while witnessing the 
scene where those self-destructed people routed the Undying Clan. “F*ck! 
These pussies are really blockheads! They actually self-destructed one after 
another! They must have gone crazy!” 

He watched those disciples of Yorkshire Palace fleeing in droves, but he was 
not interested in running out to hunt them down. He was a king. It would ruin 
his status to kill those ants. Shortly afterward, the group of elders of Yorkshire 
Palace was annihilated. The foundation of Yorkshire Palace was destroyed in 
just short fifteen minutes. 

After the move of the group of elders sacrificing themselves to let the 
survivors escape, more than ten thousand female disciples in the entire 
Yorkshire Palace… Indeed. All of them were female disciples. Yorkshire 
Palace did not accept male disciples. More than five thousand female 
disciples successfully escaped from the sect, but four thousand or so disciples 
were beheaded by the Undying Clan. 

Corpses were all over the place in a bloodbath. 

At that moment, the Undead Queen, Rhys, and the others walked out of the 
Genbu Dungeon. When Alex left that place at first, the great Genbu opened 
up a teleportation portal for him. It was also this place after he came out. 

Juvia and the others naturally could find their way here. 

“What is this place?” Juvia asked the Tyrant King, who was hovering in mid-
air. 



She finally returned to normal, indicating that the intimate action between Alex 
and Cheryl was over. 

The Tyrant King looked around before he answered, “I don’t know either, but I 
heard someone talking. This place should be where a sect called Yorkshire 
Palace is located.” 

“Yorkshire Palace?” 

A hint of sneer appeared on Juvia’s face. “I haven’t heard this name in years. 
It reminds me of a woman.” 

The Tyrant King asked, “My queen, who are you talking about?” 

Juvia said, “The sect master of Yorkshire Palace three millennia ago.” 

After saying that, she sighed. It was unknown if she was reminiscing or 
lamenting the past. After that, she stretched out a palm. A sphere of Chi 
condensed by Chi and laws slowly appeared in her palm. It was filled with 
colorful colors and flickering airstreams. 

“As expected, the law order of the diffracted universe has been restored.” 
After Juvia removed the sphere, a faint smile appeared on her face. 

The Tyrant King said, “The law order has been restored, but I really despise 
the field of spiritual energy, environment, and climate here. It feels kind of 
suffocating. ” 

Juvia glared at him. She immediately ordered, “No matter where this place is, 
build a blood pool and establish a base first.” 

*** 

Yorkshire Palace was located within one hundred thousand enormous 
mountains inside the Western Ridge. 

The disciples who escaped from Yorkshire Palace desperately fled inside 
these one hundred thousand enormous mountains. Then, they also sent out a 
series of signal talismans and messenger flying swords. After all, not all 
disciples were inside Yorkshire Palace. Many of them were traveling out there 
and were in California. 

They had to be contacted. 



Otherwise, if the disciples who were unaware of the truth ran back to 
Yorkshire Palace, wouldn’t they be courting death? 
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A disciple of Yorkshire Palace who was teaming up with other cultivators to kill 
demon beasts in a certain colossal mountain received the message. He was 
dumbfounded upon taking a look. 

[Yorkshire Palace has been destroyed! The undead army is back! Don’t ever 
return to the sect!] 

That was just one of them. There were also guests from other sects-
participants of some kind of competition, those at auction venues, and even 
those dating their lovers… All of them received warnings from other sect 
disciples in the fastest time. Some of the more sociable ones even received a 
few or a dozen messages… The information spread in the Western Ridge 
soon after. Furthermore, the news was passed quickly by word of mouth. 

The news about the comeback of the Undying Clan spread like a super virus, 
but it was a thousand times or ten thousand times faster than the spread of 
any virus… 

“The Undying Clan is here!” 

This phrase had become the hottest topic in the incredible world of America. 
Then, people on that side of America quickly knew about it. 

Some even risked their lives and went to Yorkshire Palace to take some 
images of the scene using the Memory Crystals before spreading them… 
Although there was no Internet in the great world of America, they had their 
own means of transmission. Shortly afterward, those images were transmitted 
to America. 

Even Alex saw them. Luna showed them to him. 

When Alex saw the information, he was as shocked as Luna was at that time. 
“I never expected they would completely break through the force field so fast! 
Moreover, they even walked out and arrived at Yorkshire Palace!” 



Previously, he even envisioned that the Genbu Dungeon was in the Endless 
Sea, but the Endless Sea was actually not inside America. Perhaps after the 
Undying Clan came out, they would not be in the great world of America but in 
the other world. However, when he thought about it now, the place that the 
great Genbu sent him to after opening up a teleportation portal was the 
forbidden area at the mountain behind Yorkshire Palace. The great Genbu did 
not do it deliberately. Instead, most likely, there was some kind of connection 
between the forbidden at the mountain behind Yorkshire Palace and the 
Endless Sea. 

“Alex, what should we do now?” Luna grabbed Alex’s hand. 

After Alex thought about it for a second, he immediately said, “We can’t delay 
any longer. The Undead Queen has appeared in the great world of America. 
She is surrounded by a group of bigwigs in the universe who have defected to 
her. She will definitely come here to search for Cheryl and me as soon as 
possible.” 

“That’s right! It’s Cheryl!” Alex suddenly pulled Luna and ran outside. 

This place was in the Yukon. 

He fooled around with Cheryl previously. After it was over, they were 
separated. He initially thought he still had a little time to think of a solution, but 
judging by the current situation, the opponent would come after them before 
thinking of a way. 

Cheryl was still taking a shower at that moment. Alex directly rushed in. 

“Oh my. What are you doing? You aren’t going to do it again, are you?” 

“Huh? Luna Flores? Y-you even want a threesome?! You should find 
someone else. Don’t look for me. I’m tired…” 

Alex said, “What were you thinking about? The Undead Queen is probably 
going to come here soon! You are a special existence to her, so you have to 
hide right away!” 

He took out the Cleansing Vase and aimed it at Cheryl. She would be the 
safest in the Cleansing Vase as any information could be blocked. 

“Hey! My clothes…” 



“I’ll bring them to you later!” 

At the same time, Juvia, who was far away in the great world of America, 
frowned. To her surprise, she could no longer sense her Life Substitution 
Spirit. 

That was impossible… Unless her Life Substitution Spirit was dead! 

She immediately came up to the Eastern Emperor, Northern Emperor, and the 
others. “Take me to Alex Rockefeller immediately! Right now!” 
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demon beasts in a certain colossal mountain received the message. He was 
dumbfounded upon taking a look. 

[Yorkshire Palace has been destroyed! The undead army is back! Don’t ever 
return to the sect!] 

That was just one of them. There were also guests from other sects-
participants of some kind of competition, those at auction venues, and even 
those dating their lovers… All of them received warnings from other sect 
disciples in the fastest time. Some of the more sociable ones even received a 
few or a dozen messages… The information spread in the Western Ridge 
soon after. Furthermore, the news was passed quickly by word of mouth. 

The news about the comeback of the Undying Clan spread like a super virus, 
but it was a thousand times or ten thousand times faster than the spread of 
any virus… 

“The Undying Clan is here!” 

This phrase had become the hottest topic in the incredible world of America. 
Then, people on that side of America quickly knew about it. 

Some even risked their lives and went to Yorkshire Palace to take some 
images of the scene using the Memory Crystals before spreading them… 
Although there was no Internet in the great world of America, they had their 



own means of transmission. Shortly afterward, those images were transmitted 
to America. 

Even Alex saw them. Luna showed them to him. 

When Alex saw the information, he was as shocked as Luna was at that time. 
“I never expected they would completely break through the force field so fast! 
Moreover, they even walked out and arrived at Yorkshire Palace!” 

Previously, he even envisioned that the Genbu Dungeon was in the Endless 
Sea, but the Endless Sea was actually not inside America. Perhaps after the 
Undying Clan came out, they would not be in the great world of America but in 
the other world. However, when he thought about it now, the place that the 
great Genbu sent him to after opening up a teleportation portal was the 
forbidden area at the mountain behind Yorkshire Palace. The great Genbu did 
not do it deliberately. Instead, most likely, there was some kind of connection 
between the forbidden at the mountain behind Yorkshire Palace and the 
Endless Sea. 

“Alex, what should we do now?” Luna grabbed Alex’s hand. 

After Alex thought about it for a second, he immediately said, “We can’t delay 
any longer. The Undead Queen has appeared in the great world of America. 
She is surrounded by a group of bigwigs in the universe who have defected to 
her. She will definitely come here to search for Cheryl and me as soon as 
possible.” 

“That’s right! It’s Cheryl!” Alex suddenly pulled Luna and ran outside. 

This place was in the Yukon. 

He fooled around with Cheryl previously. After it was over, they were 
separated. He initially thought he still had a little time to think of a solution, but 
judging by the current situation, the opponent would come after them before 
thinking of a way. 

Cheryl was still taking a shower at that moment. Alex directly rushed in. 

“Oh my. What are you doing? You aren’t going to do it again, are you?” 

“Huh? Luna Flores? Y-you even want a threesome?! You should find 
someone else. Don’t look for me. I’m tired…” 



Alex said, “What were you thinking about? The Undead Queen is probably 
going to come here soon! You are a special existence to her, so you have to 
hide right away!” 

He took out the Cleansing Vase and aimed it at Cheryl. She would be the 
safest in the Cleansing Vase as any information could be blocked. 

“Hey! My clothes…” 

“I’ll bring them to you later!” 

At the same time, Juvia, who was far away in the great world of America, 
frowned. To her surprise, she could no longer sense her Life Substitution 
Spirit. 

That was impossible… Unless her Life Substitution Spirit was dead! 

She immediately came up to the Eastern Emperor, Northern Emperor, and the 
others. “Take me to Alex Rockefeller immediately! Right now!” 
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A disciple of Yorkshire Palace who was teaming up with other cultivators to kill 
demon beasts in a certain colossal mountain received the message. He was 
dumbfounded upon taking a look. 

[Yorkshire Palace has been destroyed! The undead army is back! Don’t ever 
return to the sect!] 

That was just one of them. There were also guests from other sects-
participants of some kind of competition, those at auction venues, and even 
those dating their lovers… All of them received warnings from other sect 
disciples in the fastest time. Some of the more sociable ones even received a 
few or a dozen messages… The information spread in the Western Ridge 
soon after. Furthermore, the news was passed quickly by word of mouth. 

The news about the comeback of the Undying Clan spread like a super virus, 
but it was a thousand times or ten thousand times faster than the spread of 
any virus… 



“The Undying Clan is here!” 

This phrase had become the hottest topic in the incredible world of America. 
Then, people on that side of America quickly knew about it. 

Some even risked their lives and went to Yorkshire Palace to take some 
images of the scene using the Memory Crystals before spreading them… 
Although there was no Internet in the great world of America, they had their 
own means of transmission. Shortly afterward, those images were transmitted 
to America. 

Even Alex saw them. Luna showed them to him. 

When Alex saw the information, he was as shocked as Luna was at that time. 
“I never expected they would completely break through the force field so fast! 
Moreover, they even walked out and arrived at Yorkshire Palace!” 

Previously, he even envisioned that the Genbu Dungeon was in the Endless 
Sea, but the Endless Sea was actually not inside America. Perhaps after the 
Undying Clan came out, they would not be in the great world of America but in 
the other world. However, when he thought about it now, the place that the 
great Genbu sent him to after opening up a teleportation portal was the 
forbidden area at the mountain behind Yorkshire Palace. The great Genbu did 
not do it deliberately. Instead, most likely, there was some kind of connection 
between the forbidden at the mountain behind Yorkshire Palace and the 
Endless Sea. 

“Alex, what should we do now?” Luna grabbed Alex’s hand. 

After Alex thought about it for a second, he immediately said, “We can’t delay 
any longer. The Undead Queen has appeared in the great world of America. 
She is surrounded by a group of bigwigs in the universe who have defected to 
her. She will definitely come here to search for Cheryl and me as soon as 
possible.” 

“That’s right! It’s Cheryl!” Alex suddenly pulled Luna and ran outside. 

This place was in the Yukon. 

He fooled around with Cheryl previously. After it was over, they were 
separated. He initially thought he still had a little time to think of a solution, but 



judging by the current situation, the opponent would come after them before 
thinking of a way. 

Cheryl was still taking a shower at that moment. Alex directly rushed in. 

“Oh my. What are you doing? You aren’t going to do it again, are you?” 

“Huh? Luna Flores? Y-you even want a threesome?! You should find 
someone else. Don’t look for me. I’m tired…” 

Alex said, “What were you thinking about? The Undead Queen is probably 
going to come here soon! You are a special existence to her, so you have to 
hide right away!” 

He took out the Cleansing Vase and aimed it at Cheryl. She would be the 
safest in the Cleansing Vase as any information could be blocked. 

“Hey! My clothes…” 

“I’ll bring them to you later!” 

At the same time, Juvia, who was far away in the great world of America, 
frowned. To her surprise, she could no longer sense her Life Substitution 
Spirit. 

That was impossible… Unless her Life Substitution Spirit was dead! 

She immediately came up to the Eastern Emperor, Northern Emperor, and the 
others. “Take me to Alex Rockefeller immediately! Right now!” 
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It felt like torture to their ears. 

“What’s happening?” 

“Such a large commotion, could we have been caught?” 

“Look… It’s the Undead army. Oh my god, there are so many of them. What 
are they doing?” 



The few of them didn’t dare move within the groves, watching as several 
Undeads rushed in, wave after wave, going in four different directions. 

“They’re… Just going to start the invasion?!” 

They looked at one another, sensing a cold chill down their spine. 

An hour later, the Nishidake sword sect, the clan nearest to the Yorkshire 
Palace, was demolished by the Undead. The whole place was razed to the 
ground, with several casualties. Tire entire clan consisted of more than two 
thousand people, yet not more than two hundred could escape. Another thirty 
minutes later, there were millions of Undead troops at Silvermoon Sanctuary, 
five hundred miles from the Yorkshire Palace. All the powerful cultivators 
within the sanctuary merely hoping to help the younger generation escape. 
Hundreds of them had to end themselves in the middle of the fight, the battle 
was just too horrifying. However, there were just too many Undead. They 
surrounded the sanctuary completely, not letting any of them leave. In the 
end, the Silvermoon Sanctuary was destroyed as well. 

It was rumored that the princess, Colette Brunei, and her sister, Cosette 
Brunei, were able to escape under the protection of divine falcons, rushing up 
into the sky. Only then were they able to lose the Undead and get away. 

This battle lasted for two hours while the entire sanctuary was drenched in 
blood. Sitting on top of the falcon, the two sisters felt their hearts shattering. It 
felt extremely suffocating. Besides that, a clan in America called the Holy 
Path, which was quite an odd name. 

The disciples within this clan were quite weird, as they didn’t train much, 
merely using their brute strength. They had also somehow managed to merge 
their knowledge of technology with spiritual energy, mainly used to invent 
several odd devices… 

For example, their most important product was the Divine Dreamcatcher. It 
was somewhat like a phone that didn’t require charging, as it was powered by 
natural spiritual energy, using the waves within the universe as the internet. 
Moreover, there was unlimited usage of this device without paying any bills. 

Back then, not many people used this device, as it didn’t have a call function. 
All it achieved was one-way communication with the Divine Path’s main 
device. Yet things were different now, the device had instantly become trendy 



when the Undead invasion happened. That was because the Divine Path 
came up with a new section called the ‘Daily Undead’. 

With it, they would be able to find out the newest information about the 
Undead’s invasion and movements. 

Cultivators used to scoff at the sight of this device, thinking that this was just a 
random invention that the head of the Divine Path thought of. It was absolutely 
useless back then, but it instantly went out of stock not long ago. Many people 
who owned the Divine Dreamcatcher would scroll through news articles every 
hour of the day. 

“The Silvermoon Sanctuary had been destroyed too!” 

“Look, it’s updated again. The Undead is currently at the Divine Sunce clan for 
another mass slaughter. Should we… Help?” 

“Help? How? There are tens of thousands of Undead, and they’re extremely 
powerful too. Even the Silvermoon Sanctuary ended up destroyed. We 
smaller clans wouldn’t be able to do anything either.” 

Suddenly, the Divine Path announced a message… 

“The League of Cultivators is calling for all warriors to head over to the 
Yorkshire Palace and fight the Undead!” 

“The leader is the Mystic Empress, Agatha Haisley!” 
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Dorothy immediately asked, “What do you seek for in a new body?” 

Xienna said, “I can’t explain it right. I’ll know it when I see it!” 

Just then, some other people came by. Their identities were rather unique too. 
Among them was Cedric’s granddaughter, Esmeralda Campbell. Following 
her was the strategist of the Flying Eagles, Eleanor Curtis, along with another 
two elders… 



Alex found those two quite familiar, as he had seen them on television before, 
knowing that they were part of the higher-ups within the American army. 

“Aaahhh!” Suddenly, Xienna shrieked in Dorothy’s mind. 

Dorothy jumped because of her. “What’s with you?” 

Xienna seemed flustered. “I… I saw myself.” 

“What? Is this a joke?” 

“No, no, I’m not joking. It’s that woman. I can sense my soul imprint on her. 
Why would she have my imprint? What’s happening? Could she be part of my 
soul that I’ve left during my reincarnation?” Xienna, who seemed very 
confused, asked. 

She noticed the comb stuck in Esmeralda’s hair through Dorothy’s eyes, 
extremely excited. “That… That’s… My…. That’s the hair stick I left.” 

Sealed within that hair stick was an unforgettable memory of a past 
relationship, her obsession with that man. 

“The hair stick, that’s mine. Help me get it back!” Xienna snapped impatiently, 
practically screaming at that point. 

Dorothy replied. “Don’t rush it. Things are pretty tight right now. Many strong 
Undead troops are coming for us. We have to delay whatever relationship 
stuff.” 

Cedric and the others naturally came over to handle the Undead as well. The 
news was spreading everywhere, leaving every citizen worried and petrified. 
Not even the government knew what to do. On the other hand, Esmeralda 
immediately rushed over to give Alex a big smooch upon seeing him standing 
on the tip of her toes. 

“Hey, did you miss me?” 

Cedric felt his chest tighten. He was very upset with this. To him, this playboy 
didn’t deserve to be with his granddaughter at all. ‘Even if he’s kind of 
powerful now, my granddaughter would definitely be able to rule the world one 
day too!’ 



It was unfortunate that his granddaughter was very stubborn. She even said 
that she would only marry Alex, even in every single one of her afterlives, and 
no one else other than him. 

‘How could she be so blind? He has a bunch of wives, and his children are all 
grown up too.’ 

“Ahem, we’re supposed to be talking about important things!” Alex said. 

“I am talking about something important!” Esmeralda brought out something, 
another Divine Dreamcatcher. After that, she opened up the announcement 
made by the League of Cultivators. “Do you know about this league?” 

Alex nodded. “Mhm…” 

Esmeralda pointed to herself. “I… Am the current leader of the League of 
Cultivators.” 

Upon hearing this, everyone’s mouth was left agape. Saria looked at her in 
disbelief. “You’re Agatha Haisley?” 

The others couldn’t believe it either. 

Dorothy spoke to Xienna. “If she really is Agatha, I wouldn’t be able to get 
your hairpin back… But didn’t you say Agatha is Rowan’s wife? Why is she in 
love with my husband now? Doesn’t this mean this woman is unreliable?” 

Xienna replied. “She’s not! Even if Agatha reincarnated, she wouldn’t become 
this weak!” 

Esmeralda then gave an answer. “That’s my master…” 

Phoenix spoke up. “You’re Aunt Agatha’s disciple? Where is she now then?” 

Agatha said, “She had me make the announcement in her name. She would 
be rushing to the Yorkshire Palace soon. She said she had to look for some 
old friends first.” 

Phoenix perked in excitement. “Then… Is she with anyone? Do you know my 
father, the Great Emperor Rowan? Oh, and my mother, the Phoenix 
Empress? Were they with your master?” 
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